
Literacy 

Through our context for learning, pupils will: 

• write personal responses about how different types of weather make 

them feel and impact on  their lives. 

Through daily literacy activities, pupils will: 

• develop their reading fluency , comprehension and expression. 

• apply known spelling patterns to all written work and will make use of 

taught spelling strategies when attempting to spell unknown 

words. 

• develop their understanding of grammar and sentence structure  

with a focus on full stops and capital letters. 

In Primary 2 skills, knowledge 

and understanding are            

developed through a range of 

teaching and learning               

opportunities.  

These include direct teaching,     

targeted group time and a       

variety of independent and    

Numeracy and Mathematics 

The pupils will: 

• continue to develop a range of counting and calculation skills, 

building on quick and accurate recall of number facts (addition, 

subtraction and multiplication) 

• continue to develop their understanding of place value using 

counting materials. We’ll investigate the link between a digit, its 

place in a number and its value.  

• estimate  and measure in metres, half metres, litres and half  

litres.  

• read simple scales to measure weather and record findings. 

Health and Wellbeing 

Through the Building Resilience programme, pupils will learn how the 
way they think affects the way they feel. They will tell the difference be-
tween a big deal and a little deal and will learn how to focus on the posi-
tives in their day. 

In PE, pupils will develop their ability to work cooperatively with others 
and take on different roles in group work. They will also combine actions 
to music to create short dance sequences. 

The children will also develop their awareness of the outdoor                

environment and how it  can support their wellbeing.  
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Continue to support your child with Reading Home 
Learning and encourage them to read a variety of texts 
out with their class reading book. 

Home Learning:  

• Reading will be set regularly.   

• It would be very helpful if the learners could prac-
tise their Tricky Word lists  at home. 

•  As our weather can be variable, the learners 
should bring in a coat daily. If it is sunny, learners 
can bring in a sunhat  and sun cream (learners will 
apply this themselves). 

• PE days are Monday and Wednesday. Learners 
can come to school dressed in their PE kit on 
these days 

Contexts for Learning: 

Weather 

Choosing materials to 
solve practical         

challenges 


